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Abstract: 

This article is concerned with developing efficient discontinuous Galerkin methods for 
approximating viscosity (and classical) solutions of fully nonlinear second-order elliptic and 
parabolic partial differential equations (PDEs) including the Monge–Ampère equation and the 
Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman equation. A general framework for constructing interior penalty 
discontinuous Galerkin (IP-DG) methods for these PDEs is presented. The key idea is to 
introduce multiple discrete Hessians for the viscosity solution as a means to characterize the 
behavior of the function. The PDE is rewritten in a mixed form composed of a single nonlinear 
equation paired with a system of linear equations that defines multiple Hessian approximations. 
To form the single nonlinear equation, the nonlinear PDE operator is replaced by the projection 
of a numerical operator into the discontinuous Galerkin test space. The numerical operator uses 
the multiple Hessian approximations to form a numerical moment which fulfills consistency and 
g-monotonicity requirements of the framework. The numerical moment will be used to design 
solvers that will be shown to help the IP-DG methods select the “correct” solution that 
corresponds to the unique viscosity solution. Numerical experiments are also presented to gauge 
the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed mixed IP-DG methods. 

Keywords: Fully nonlinear PDEs | viscosity solutions | discontinuous Galerkin methods 

Article: 

I Introduction 

General second-order partial differential equations (PDEs) have the form 

 



where  and  denote the Hessian and gradient of u at x, respectively. PDEs are often 
classified based on the nonlinearity of the PDE operator F. A fully nonlinear PDE corresponds to 
an equation where the operator F is nonlinear in the highest-order derivative(s) appearing in the 
PDE. The theory for linear, semilinear, and quasi-linear PDEs is well studied and can be 
considered classical in many situations. In contrast, fully nonlinear PDEs are still at the forefront 
of PDE analysis, and the area of numerical PDEs for fully nonlinear PDEs is still in its infancy. 
An overview of numerical methods for fully nonlinear second-order PDEs and their applications 
can be found in the survey paper [1]. 

This is the fourth paper in a series [2-4] which is devoted to developing finite difference (FD) 
and discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods for approximating viscosity solutions of fully 
nonlinear second-order elliptic and parabolic equations: 

  (1.1) 

and 

 (1.2) 

which are complemented by appropriate Dirichlet boundary conditions and initial conditions. 
The goal of this article is to design and implement a class of interior penalty DG (IP-DG) 
methods for high-dimension ( ) problems. 

The IP-DG methods proposed in this article aim to directly approximate viscosity solutions of 

(1.1) and (1.2) which belong to  in the spatial variables. As in the 1-d case [3], the methods 
of this article will be based on a nonstandard mixed formulation. The main idea is to introduce 
multiple Hessian approximations using an IP-DG methodology and then introduce a numerical 
operator that incorporates the multiple discrete Hessians in forming a numerical moment. On the 
other hand, there are a couple of additional difficulties associated with the high-dimensional 
problems that were not addressed in [3]. First, the concept of left and right Hessians at a 
face/edge is ambiguous. Therefore, a systematic scheme must be introduced to yield the correct 
interpretation. Second, the Hessian matrix  now contains mixed second-order derivatives. 
The mixed second-order derivatives must be handled appropriately in the discretization, and as 
we will see, when choosing a solver. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, we record some preliminaries 
including the definition of viscosity solutions and our notation. In Section III, we formulate and 
discuss the IP-DG methods for elliptic problems, and then we extend our formulation to 
parabolic problems in Section IV. A discussion regarding solving the resulting nonlinear 
equations is given in Section V. Finally, in Section VI, we present some numerical experiments 
for the proposed IP-DG methods that verify the accuracy and efficiency of our methods. The 



numerical experiments will also target understanding the role of the numerical moment, a key 
component that is used to design schemes that fulfill the proposed framework. 

II Preliminaries 

We begin by introducing some basic definitions and background regarding fully nonlinear PDEs. 
We also introduce some (standard) DG notation that will be used throughout the article. 

A Background 

For presentation purposes, we adopt standard function and space notations as in [5] and [6]. For 

example, for a bounded open domain , and  are used to denote, 
respectively, the spaces of bounded, upper semicontinuous, and lower semicontinuous functions 

on Ω. Also, for any , we define 

 

Then,  and , and they are called the upper and lower semicontinuous 
envelopes of v, respectively. 

In general, solutions may not exist for fully nonlinear second-order problems. Thus, we choose 
to impose some structure on fully nonlinear second-order problems represented by (1.1). More 
precisely, we impose an ellipticity requirement. The following definition is standard (cf. [5-7]). 

Definition 2.1.. Eq. ((1.1)) is said to be elliptic if, for all , there holds 

 

where  means that A – B is a nonnegative definite matrix. 

Definition 2.2.. Assume the second-order operator F in (1.1) is elliptic in a function 
class . The function  is called aviscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (1.1) 

if  , when  (resp. ) has a local maximum (resp. maximum) at , 

 

(resp. . The function  is called a viscosity solution of 
(1.1) if u is both a viscosity subsolution and a viscosity supersolution of (1.1). 

We note that the ellipticity assumption on the operator F in the definition is not necessary. 
However, the ellipticity assumption is used when proving the existence of viscosity solutions. A 
self-contained overview of viscosity solution theory for second-order problems can be found 
in [8]. 



We end this section with a few comments regarding the numerical approximation of viscosity 
solutions. By the definition of viscosity solutions, we see that an approximation method must be 
able to capture low-regularity functions. However, to make the situation more difficult, an 
approximation method must also have a mechanism for filtering the possibly infinite number of 
lower-regularity functions that satisfy the PDE almost everywhere whenever the viscosity 
solution has higher regularity. Such low-regularity almost everywhere solutions can correspond 
to algebraic solutions of the system of equations that results from discretizing a fully nonlinear 
PDE. These (false) algebraic solutions are referred to as numerical artifacts resulting from the 
discretization, and these numerical artifacts are known to plague the numerical discretization of 
fully nonlinear PDEs when using or adapting standard numerical methods for linear, semilinear, 
and quasilinear PDEs. Additionally, viscosity solutions may be unique only in a restrictive 
function class , a property referred to as conditional uniqueness. Consequently, the numerical 
solutions must also belong to a discrete function class that is consistent with . Also, due to the 
nonlinearity of the PDE, multiplication by a test function and using integration by parts is not 
possible. In fact, the definition of viscosity solutions is entirely nonvariational. Thus, Galerkin-
based methodologies are not immediately applicable for approximating fully nonlinear PDEs. 
Instead, the viscosity solution concept is based on a “differentiation by parts” approach, an 
entirely local definition that has no known discrete analogue. 

B. Notation 

To develop our schemes, we first introduce some (standard) notation for DG methods. We 

denote . Let  denote a locally quasi-uniform and shape-regular partition of the 

domain Ω, see [9], with  . We define the following broken H1-space and 
broken C0-space 

 

and the broken L2-inner product 

 

Let  denote the set of all interior faces/edges of  denote the set of all boundary 

faces/edges of , and . Then, for a set , we define the broken L2-inner 
product over  by 

 

For a fixed integer , we define the standard DG finite element space  
by 



 

where  denotes the set of all polynomials on K with degree not exceeding r. 

We now define (standard) interior face/edge-dependent functions. Choose  , and 

let . Without loss of generality, we assume that the global labeling number 
of K is smaller than that of  and define the following (standard) jump and average notation: 

  (2.1) 

and the (standard) left and right limit notation: 

  (2.2) 

for any . We also define  as the normal vector to e. For , we 
define ne as the unit outward normal for the underlying boundary simplex. By convention, we 

define function values on  as interior limits. Observe, when Ω is a d-rectangle 
and  corresponds to a Cartesian partition with the simplexes labeled according to the natural 
ordering,  corresponds to a limit from the “left” and  corresponds to a limit from the “right.” 

Last, we define the L2-projection operator  by 

 (2.3) 

for all . 

III A Mixed Ip-Dg Framework for Second-Order Elliptic Problems 

We now develop a class of IP-DG methods for the following boundary value problem 

 (3.1a) 

 (3.1b) 

where F is a fully nonlinear elliptic operator; Ω is an open, bounded, polygonal domain; and the 

viscosity solution . 

A Motivation 

Due to the lower regularity of the viscosity solution,   may not exist. Thus, we will use three 
possible approximations for , namely, the left and right limits, as well as their average. Using 
a numerical operator that can handle multiple approximations for , we rewrite (3.1) in mixed 
form as 



  (3.2a) 

 (3.2b) 

 (3.2c) 

 (3.2d) 

for all  , where  can be thought of as the arithmetic average of  

and . 

We now formalize the definition and properties of a numerical operator. The following 
definitions are high-dimensional counterparts of the one-dimensional (1D) definitions in [3]. 

Definition 3.1.. 

i. The function  in (3.2a) is called a numerical operator. 

ii. Let ,  , , and . The numerical operator  in (3.2a) is said to 
be consistent if  satisfies 

 

 

where  and  denote, respectively, the lower and the upper semicontinuous envelopes of F. 
Thus, we have 

 

 

where , and . 

iii. The numerical operator  in (3.2a) is said to be generalized monotone (g-

monotone) if  is monotone increasing in  and  and monotone 

decreasing in P. More precisely, for all  ,  , and ,there holds 

 

 



 

for all  such that , where  means that B – A is a nonnegative definite 

matrix. In other words, . 

To ensure the g-monotonicity property of the numerical operator in (3.2a), we introduce a 
numerical moment and we propose the following Lax–Friedrichs-like numerical operators: 

 (3.4a) 

 (3.4b) 

where  are positive constant matrices chosen to enforce the g-monotonicity 
property of  and the last term in (3.4a) and (3.4b) is called the numerical moment. Notationally, 
we denotes the Frobenius inner product; that is, 

 

for all . To ensure  is g-monotone, we require  to be symmetric and 

  (3.5) 

assuming adequate regularity for the differential operator F. Observe, for F differentiable,  is 

g-monotone with respect to  if , and  is g-monotone with respect to P if 

 

where we again assume . 

Remark 3.1.. 

a. The g-monotonicity property is motivated by the definition of ellipticity. We wish to 
impose that the numerical operator  is unconditionally elliptic with respect to a Hessian 
argument even in cases where the fully nonlinear operator F is conditionally elliptic, that 
is, the Monge–Ampère operator considered in the numerical tests found in Section VI. 
However, we must balance any artificially imposed monotonicity using our other Hessian 
arguments if we wish for our numerical operator to be faithful to the original PDE 
operator. The choice that  is decreasing with respect to P and increasing with respect 
to  and  is motivated both by symmetry and the results of [2]. 



b. The H1 assumption emphasizes the idea that a single gradient approximation is sufficient 
to capture the behavior corresponding to the gradient of the viscosity solution. When the 
gradient of the viscosity solution does not exist or has jumps, we advocate the local 
discontinuous Galerkin (LDG) methods found in [4] and a forthcoming high-dimensional 
paper where multiple gradient approximations are introduced as unknowns. Such an 
approach is not possible using the IP-DG methodology that is based on a piecewise 
gradient operator that can be hard-computed when using a piecewise polynomial bases. 
However, by introducing a numerical moment that compares Hessian approximations, 
the H1 assumption may not be necessary, and it can be thought of as a formal assumption 
for motivating the formulation of the IP-DG methods. 

B Formulation 

We now formalize our IP-DG discretization of (3.2). We discretize (3.2a) by simply using its 
broken L2-projection into Vh, namely, 

  (3.6) 

where 

 

Note, for  is defined piecewise on each simplex . 

Next, we discretize the three linear equations in (3.2). To this end, we first introduce some well-

known identities (often referred to as “magic formulas” in the literature) defined on  for 
functions in Vh: 

 (3.7a) 

 (3.7b) 

 (3.7c) 

on  for all , where  and  are defined in (2.1) and  and  are defined in (2.2). 

We also introduce (standard) C0 interior-penalty terms. Let  for  denote 
interior-penalty parameters, where * takes +, - , and empty value. It will be clear later that to 

avoid redundancy of the three equations for , and , we need to require that

  for all  and  for all . Then, 
we define the interior-penalty terms by 



 (3.8) 

where   when  and * takes +, - , and empty value. A C1 interior-penalty term 
could also be introduced for higher regularity solutions; however, we will see in the numerical 
tests that a C1 penalty may be too restrictive inside the viscosity solution setting. 

To discretize the three linear equations in (3.2), we use the integration by parts formula 

 

for all , for . Thus, we formally have 

 (3.9) 

for all , for . 

Combining the integral identity (3.9) with (3.7) and introducing standard penalty and jump 
terms, we can now fully discretize the auxiliary linear equations in (3.2). To this end, we 

let , , where * takes +,  and empty value, denote the 
“symmetrization” parameters [10]. Then, we define the auxiliary 

variables  by 

 (3.10) 

for all   and * takes + ,  and empty value, where 

 (3.11a) 

 (3.11b) 

 (3.11c) 

 (3.11d) 

and  is defined by 

 

 



for all , and  for  and * takes +,- , and empty value. 

Suppose  in the definition of Vh. Then, our IP-DG method for the fully nonlinear Dirichlet 

problem (3.1) is defined as seeking  and  such that (3.6) and (3.10) 
hold for all  and for * taking +,-, and empty value. 

C The Numerical Moment 

We now take a closer look at the numerical moment used in the definition of the Lax–Friedrichs-
like numerical operator, (3.4a). For simplicity, we assume the three symmetrization constants are 
the same, that is, . Then, 

 

 

 

for all . Thus, we have 

 

 

and it follows that our IP-DG discretization amounts to replacing the continuous Hessian 
operator with a discrete Hessian operator, projecting our fully nonlinear operator into the DG 
space, and adding a penalization term to the nonlinear equation. 

We end this section with a few remarks. 

Remark 3.2.. 

a. Looking backwards, (3.10) provides a proper interpretation for each variable , 

and  for a given function uh. Each  defines a discrete Hessian for uh. The 

functions , and  should be very close to each other if  exists and is 
continuous. However, their discrepancies are expected to be large if  does not exist. 



b. We have the three equations for approximating   are linearly independent provided 

that . The system of equations is comprised of (3.10) 

for  fixed and * with +,- , and empty value. 

c. The reason for requiring can be explained as follows. When  , the piecewise 
constant functions have zero derivatives on the given partition. After eliminating the 

jump terms containing derivatives in (3.10), it is clear that the ability for  and  to 
carry information from the right and the left, respectively, is lost. Furthermore, 

if , then  for all . As a result, the numerical moment term 
vanishes and we are left with a trivial discretization for (3.1), which is known not to work 
well in general. 

d. Let , where * takes +,-, and empty value. Then, we have 

 (3.12) 

for all . Treating  as “sources,” (3.12) represents three different Poisson 

discretizations for u. Thus,  for sufficiently large, we have (3.12) forms an invertible linear 

mapping between   and uh when * is +,- , or empty value. Furthermore, the mapping is 

symmetric for a given value of * when  for all . We call the mapping 

“nonsymmetric” if  for all , and we call the mapping “incomplete” 

if  for all . 

e. Notice that (3.6) and (3.10) forms a nonlinear system of equations, with the nonlinearity 
only appearing in a0. Thus, a nonlinear solver is necessary in implementing the above 
scheme. We will perform numerical tests in Section VI using both a straight-forward 
Newton solver on the entire system and a solver to be proposed in the following section. 
We will see that our proposed discretizations either remove or destabilize many of the 
numerical artifacts that plague a trivial discretization of a nonlinear PDE problem, 
especially when paired with an appropriate solver. 

f. Eq. ((1.2).10) represents a block diagonal system where the auxiliary variables  are 
defined locally. The local structure can be exploited in both the design and the 
implementation of nonlinear solvers. More detailed consequences of the structure of 
(3.10) will be discussed in the following three sections. 

IV Extensions of the Ip-Dg Framework for Second-Order Parabolic Problems 

Using the above IP-DG methodology for elliptic problems, we now develop a class of fully 
discrete methods for second-order initial-boundary value problems of the form 



 (4.1a) 

 (4.1b) 

 (4.1c) 

where F is a fully nonlinear elliptic operator; Ω is an open, bounded, polygonal domain; and T is 

a positive number. Assume the viscosity solution . The methodology will be 
based on using the method of lines for the time discretization. 

To partition the time domain, we fix an integer  and let . Then, we 

define  for . Notationally,  and  will be 

approximations for  and , respectively, for all , where * takes +,-, and 

empty value. For both implicit and explicit schemes, we define the initial value,  , by 

 (4.2) 

where the projection operator  is defined by (2.3). We also define a modified projection 

operator  by 

 (4.3) 

for all , where δ is a nonnegative penalty constant and . We note that, 

for , yielding the L2-projection operator. The modified projection operator is used 
to dynamically enforce the boundary conditions in explicit methods using a penalty technique 
introduced in [11]. 

To simplify the appearance of the methods and to make them more transparent for use with a 

given ODE solver, we define discrete Hessian operators  , where * takes +,-, 

and empty value, at time tk using (3.10), where . Then, we define  by 

  (4.4) 

 

for all . We also introduce the operator notation 

 (4.5) 

for all  . Then, we have the semi-discrete equation 



 (4.6) 

for all . 

Letting  denote the modified projection operator defined by (4.3), we can define fully discrete 
methods for approximating problem (4.1) based on approximating (4.6) using the forward Euler 
method, backward Euler method, and the trapezoidal method. Hence, we have the following 
fully discrete schemes for approximating (4.1): 

 (4.7) 

 (4.8) 

and 

 (4.9) 

for , where  and, for (4.8) and (4.9), we also have the implied 

equations  for * taking +,-, and empty value. Observe, (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) 
correspond to the forward Euler method, backward Euler method, and trapezoidal method, 
respectively. 

We can also formulate Runge–Kutta (RK) methods for approximating (4.6) as follows. Let s be a 
positive integer,  , and  such that 

 

for each . Then, a generic s-stage RK method for approximating (4.6) can be 
written as 

 (4.10) 

with 

 

for all  and . We note that (4.10) corresponds to an explicit method 

when A is strictly lower diagonal and an implicit method otherwise. Also, we can interpret  in 



(4.10) as an approximation for . Since the boundary condition at time  is enforced 
by , we can set  in (4.3) if . 

Remark 4.1.. The linear Hessian operators  correspond to sparse matrices. The construction 

of  requires local computations as well as the inversion of only the reference mass matrix. 
Thus, the linear Hessian operators can be constructed offline and involve only sparse matrix 
multiplication when invoked. 

V Nonlinear Solvers 

In this section, we discuss different strategies for solving the nonlinear system of equations that 
results from the IP-DG discretization for the elliptic problem, (3.1). We have a nonlinear 
equation that is complemented by a linear system of equations. Furthermore, the nonlinear 
equation is monotone in three of its five arguments at every given point in the domain. In this 
section, we propose an algorithm for a solver that has been more tailored toward the IP-DG 
discretization, and we will discuss the benefits of the proposed algorithm in Remark 5.1. 

First, we observe that the numerical operators given by (3.4) are symmetric in  and . Thus, 

there is the possibility for variable reduction. Assuming  for all , we can 

form a new variable . Then, we have Ph and  correspond to two IP-DG 
approximations for the Hessian of u that both use averaged flux values on all interior 

faces/edges; i.e., Ph and  are both solutions to (3.10) using the empty value for *, where the 
only difference is the value of the penalty parameter γ. An essential theme in the series [2-
4] devoted to approximating fully nonlinear second-order PDEs is the ability to form at least two 
different Hessian approximations. 

Second, we observe that the matrix-valued variables  are not symmetric, even for 
symmetric  and . This is due to the fact that in the formulation of IP-DG methods, we only 
keep one of the terms in (3.7). To save computational cost, we could define symmetric versions 

of  by letting only  be defined by (3.10) for  and letting  for . However, 
for twice-differentiable functions that are notC2 functions, the Hessian is not symmetric. Thus, in 
our formulation, we chose not to artificially symmetrize our Hessian approximations. Large 

discrepancies in the mixed derivative approximations for a given value of  may actually serve 
as a local low-regularity indicator that can be paired with adaptivity techniques. 

Third, we present a splitting algorithm that relies upon the observation in Remark 3.2 part (d) 
and the invertibility of (3.12). The algorithm is based on using the numerical moment as a means 
to split the system of equations. 

Algorithm 5.1.. 

1. Pick initial guesses for uh, , and . 



2. Set  

 

for a fixed constant , and solve 

 

for  for all . 

3. Set . Find uh by solving (3.12) for the given value of . 

4. Set  and . 

5. Repeat Steps 2–4 until the change in Ph is sufficiently small. 

We end the section with some remarks concerning the observed performance of the proposed 
algorithm. 

Remark 5.1.. 

a. Algorithm 5.1 appears to be more selective than using a standard Newton solver on the 
full system of equations that results from the mixed formulation. However, the algorithm 
also appears to converge more slowly than the standard Newton solver when the Newton 
solver does converge. Thus, the algorithm may be best utilized as a way to generate an 
initial guess for a more efficient solver. 

b. There is potential to speed up Algorithm 5.1. Step 2 of Algorithm 5.1 requires solving a 
nonlinear system that is entirely monotone with respect to the unknowns for  sufficiently 
large. Furthermore, the nonlinear equation is entirely local with respect can be solved in 
parallel. Step 3 of Algorithm 5.1 requires inverting a sparse matrix that is symmetric and 
positive definite when choosing  sufficiently large and  for all. 

c. From Section IIIC, we can see that there is a possibility the discretization 
contains C0 numerical artifacts, especially when allowing nontrivial C0 functions into the 
test space by choosing higher-degree polynomial basis functions. Algorithm 5.1 can be 
interpreted as a fixed-point solver that iterates over the discrete Laplacian. We will see in 
Section VI that by iterating over a high-order term in the discretization, Algorithm 5.1 
appears to “destabilize” numerical artifacts even when such artifacts are present. 

d. By summing the diagonal elements of the discrete Hessian, we are able to map a second 
order derivative function in Vh back to uh. Thus, we will have 

 



However, when uh is an approximation for a low regularity function, we will not 

have  for all . In fact, we would expect inverting the Laplacian 

operator to have a “smoothing” effect. Therefore, we would have , and large 
discrepancies can serve as an indicator for low-regularity and/or adaptivity. This observation will 
be seen in Example 6.3 below. 

e. We may not be able to enforce the g-monotonicity requirement globally on a given fully 
nonlinear PDE such as the Monge–Ampère equation where the differential operator is 
only elliptic when acting on a particular class of functions. Thus, for such problems, we 
propose enforcing the g-monotonicity requirement “locally,” that is, over each iteration 
of the nonlinear solver, as described in the following definition. 

Definition 5.1.. The numerical operator  in (3.2a) is said to be locally generalized monotone 

(locally g-monotone) for a function  if   is monotone increasing 

in  and  and monotone decreasing in . 

VI Numerical Experiments 

In this section, we present numerical tests to demonstrate the utility of the proposed IP-DG 
methods for fully nonlinear elliptic PDEs. Numerical tests for the proposed IP-DG methods for 
parabolic PDEs of type (1.2) can be found in [3]. In all of our tests, we use uniform Cartesian 
partitions on rectangular domains. To solve the resulting nonlinear algebraic systems, we use the 
Matlab built-in nonlinear solver fsolve. When recording the coefficient α for the numerical 
moment, we let I denote the identity matrix and 1 denote the ones matrix. We choose the initial 
guess as the zero function. For convenience, we set  for all tests except Example 6.2 
with r = 1. We remark that similar results can be obtained when   and the penalty constants 
are sufficiently large. However, the actual benefit of the symmetrization parameter is unclear in 
the context of nonlinear algebraic systems. All errors will be measured in the  norm and 
the L2norm. Unless otherwise stated, reported residual values are those recorded by fsolve, which 
corresponds to the  norm of the vector-valued system of equations evaluated at the current 
approximation value. Since the numerical moment is the key to designing a consistent, g-
monotone numerical operator, we will also use the conditionally elliptic Monge–Ampère test 
problems to better understand the contribution of the numerical moment. The tests in the 1D 

case, see [3], indicate the spatial error may have order , where 

 

However, the rates are not perfectly clear from the test data in this article. 

Example 6.1.. Consider the stationary Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman problem 

 



 

where , 

 

 

, and g is chosen such that the viscosity solution is given by . 

The results for approximating the problem for r = 1, r = 2, and r = 3 are recorded in Table 1. The 
calculated rates for r = 1 appear less than the predicted rates, and the calculated rates for r = 2 
appear greater than the predicted rates. The calculated rates for r = 3 appear to agree with the 
predicted rate of 4 when averaged. 

Example 6.2.. Consider the 2D Monge–Ampère problem 

 

 

where , and g is chosen such that the viscosity 

solution is given by . 

Table 1. Rates of convergence for Example 6.1 using , , , 

, and 4 iterations of Algorithm 5.1 followed by fsolve with initial guess  

    h = 2.22E+00 h = 1.48E+00 h = 1.11E+00 h = 8.89E-01 
r Norm Error Error Order Error Order Error Order 
1 L2 4.86E-01 2.79E-01 1.37 1.92E-01 1.29 1.51E-01 1.09 
  

 

2.86E-01 2.33E-01 0.51 1.69E-01 1.12 1.20E-01 1.55 

2 L2 1.97E-01 7.81E-02 2.28 3.83E-02 2.48 2.49E-02 1.92 
  

 

1.51E-01 5.95E-02 2.29 3.02E-02 2.36 1.72E-02 2.52 

3 L2 7.60E-02 1.25E-02 4.46 7.77E-03 1.65 1.81E-03 6.53 
  

 

5.56E-02 1.06E-02 4.08 5.74E-03 2.14 1.54E-03 5.89 

 

We approximate the given problem for r = 1 and r = 2, with the results recorded in Table 2. We 
observe that the rate of convergence is suboptimal for r = 1, and the last approximation showed 
little improvement even with a refined mesh. Similar results where obtained for . However, 
for r = 2, we observe rates between 2.0 and 2.5, which are superior to the predicted rates of 
convergence. 



Table 2. Rates of convergence for Example 6.2 using r = 1 with , , , 

, and fsolve with initial guess  and r = 2 with , , 

,  , and 5 iterations of Algorithm 5.1 followed by fsolve with initial guess  

    h = 7.07E-01 h = 4.71E-01 h = 3.54E-01 h = 2.83E-01 
r Norm Error Error Order Error Order Error Order 
1 L2 4.88E-02 2.04E-02 2.15 1.31E-02 1.55 1.33E-02 -0.09 
  

 

1.47E-01 7.82E-02 1.56 4.32E-02 1.65 4.32E-02 0.53 

2 L2 6.37E-03 2.52E-03 2.29 1.30E-03 2.29 7.63E-04 2.39 
  

 

1.99E-02 7.68E-03 2.35 3.79E-03 2.45 2.17E-03 2.51 

 

We also observe that the numerical moment plays a key role in preventing a Newton solver from 
encountering a singularity when solving the resulting system of nonlinear equations. In fact, for 
this example, fsolve does not converge when the numerical moment is not present, even with a 

good initial guess. We let  , and h = 2.83e-01. Using the mixed formulation 
for only uh and Ph with  and solving the resulting system of equations directly 
with fsolve has an initial residual of 357,315 with a residual of 197.73 after 50 iterations when 

the initial guess is given by  and has an initial residual of 90.35 with a residual of 1.41 

after 50 iterations when the initial guess is given by  , the broken L2 projection of the 
exact solution. Both attempts report the system of equations is close to singular, an error message 
that was not reported when performing the same tests with . 

Example 6.3.. Consider the 2D Monge–Ampère problem 

 

 

where   and g is chosen such that the viscosity solution is given 

by . 

We first approximate the example by partitioning Ω using an odd number of rectangles in both 
the x and y coordinate directions. Thus, the line x = 0 does not correspond to an interior edge for 
any of the partitions. From Table 3, we observe better than optimal rates of convergence for r = 

1, using the fact that . Partitioning the domain into 64 uniform rectangles such that the 
line x = 0 always corresponds to an interior edge, we recover the exact solution for r = 1. In fact, 

using , and 10 iterations of 

Algorithm 5.1 followed by fsolve with initial guess , we have  6.88e-15 

and  4.67e-15. Note, for such a partition, we have  . 



Table 3. Rates of convergence for Example 6.3 using , , , 

, and 10 iterations of Algorithm 5.1 followed by fsolve with initial guess . Note, the 
line x = 0 does not correspond to an interior edge for any of the partitions 

    h = 9.43E-01 h = 5.66E-01 h = 4.04E-01 h = 2.57E-01 
r Norm Error Error Order Error Order Error Order 
1 L2 1.52E-01 7.25E-02 1.45 4.39E-02 1.49 2.24E-02 1.49 
  

 

2.81E-01 1.73E-01 0.96 1.22E-01 1.02 7.73E-02 1.02 

 

We now perform a series of three tests that focus on both the choice of solver and the presence of 
a numerical moment. We will see that for this particular problem, the choice of the nonlinear 
solver has a larger impact on whether or not the proposed IP-DG methods successfully 
approximate the given viscosity solution. We first approximate Example 6.3 using Algorithm 5.1 
to solve the system of nonlinear equations. We can see in Figure 1 that the residuals measured by 

the  norm of  converge to zero quickly for r = 1 and appear to be converging toward 

zero slowly for r = 2. In fact, after 24 iterations, we have  e-04 

and  e-04 for r = 1. After 1 iteration of Algorithm 5.1 with an initial guess 

of  , we have . Furthermore, if   denotes the coefficients 

for , then we have , as expected from the initial guess, 

and , indicating a nonzero numerical moment. From Figure 2, we 
can see that as Algorithm 5.1 iterates, the approximation does in fact become less smooth and 
appears to be converging toward the viscosity solution u. 

 

 



Figure 1. Computed residuals using the  norm on  for Example 6.3 

using , and Algorithm 5.1 with 

initial guess .  

 

Figure 2. Computed solutions for Example 6.3 using r = 2, 

, , and Algorithm 5.1 with initial 

guess .  

We now approximate Example 6.3 using fsolve to solve the system of nonlinear equations. The 
results for using fsolve directly or fsolve after 20 iterations of Algorithm 5.1 can be found in 
Figure 3. We see that neither approximation converges to the viscosity solution, yet the residuals 
for fsolve are given by 3.34007e-26 after 11 iterations when we use fsolve directly and 1.63896e-
26 after a maximum of 20 iterations when we first use Algorithm 5.1 to precondition the initial 
guess. Thus, using a Newton solver appears to yield C0 numerical artifacts for the given problem. 
We do note that even with the small residuals, fsolve does return an error flag that indicates a 



possible lack of convergence for both tests. Also, while the first test that used fsolve fulfilled 
stopping criteria, the second test that used Algorithm 5.1 to precondition the initial guess had a 

trust-region radius for fsolve that was less than   for the last eight iterations causing the 
solver to stop prematurely. 

 

Figure 3. Computed solutions for Example 6.3 

using , and fsolve. The left 

plot corresponds to uh with an initial guess , and the right plot corresponds to uh with the 
initial guess for fsolve given by the approximation after 20 iterations of Algorithm 5.1 with initial 

guess .  

We finally approximate Example 6.3 without using a numerical moment, as seen in Figure 4. 
When we do not have a numerical moment,fsolve does not converge after 25 iterations and has a 
residual of 103.035 with a residual of 109,660 corresponding to the initial guess. We also note 
that fsolve reports the system of equations is singular or badly scaled after the first iteration and 
has a residual of 28,538 after the second iteration when not using a numerical moment. When 
using the numerical moment, our initial guess for fsolve has a residual of 37,158 and after 10 
iterations converges with a residual of 1.33044e-26. Thus, we see in this example that using a 
numerical moment and preconditioning the initial guess for a Newton solver by first using 
Algorithm 5.1, we were able to approximate a degenerate problem that appears singular when 
using a straightforward discretization with a Newton solver. 



 

Figure 4. Computed solutions for Example 6.3 

using , and initial guess . The 
left plot uses fsolve on the mixed system for only uh and  , and the right plot uses fsolve after 
15 iterations of Algorithm 5.1.  

From the above tests, we see that the numerical moment plays two major roles; it allows the 
scheme to converge for a wider range of initial guesses, especially when paired with the proper 
solver, and it enables the scheme to address the issue of the conditional uniqueness of viscosity 

solutions. Given the form of the numerical moment, , these benefits are even 

more substantial given the way in which , and  are formed. The three variables only 
differ in their jump terms, and the entire numerical moment can be hard-coded using the jump 
only representation derived in Section IIIIII C. When  , the three different choices 
for the numerical fluxes (or jump terms) are all equivalent at the PDE level for classical 
solutions, and often the various jump formulations are presented as interchangeable when 
discretizing linear and quasilinear PDEs using the IP-DG methodology. Yet, for our schemes for 
fully nonlinear PDEs, we see that the three different choices of the numerical fluxes all play an 
essential role at the numerical level when combined to form the numerical moment. 

We end with a couple of remarks: 

Remark 6.1.. 

a. The discretization techniques for fully nonlinear PDEs and the choice of solver for the 
resulting nonlinear systems of equations should not be considered entirely independent. 
We see in many tests that the addition of a numerical moment yields a system of 
equations that is better suited for generic Newton solvers, especially when considering 
the 1D numerical tests in [3]. However, the tests in Section VI further indicate that the 
numerical moment has a much greater impact for approximating fully nonlinear PDEs 
when used in concert with an appropriate solver. 



b. We see from the above tests for Example 6.3 that the numerical moment has potential to 
serve as an indicator function for adaptivity due to the fact it appears largest in areas 
where the viscosity solution is not regular. 
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